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LAURIE BURTON - FOUNDER
Laurie Burton is an internationally recognized innovator and author who has helped thousands of people
improve their ability to communicate effectively, thereby creating more success in business and in life.
The author of, Presenting You, Laurie’s techniques generate dramatic results in an amazingly short time
from one-on-one coaching, to seminars, to corporate groups. Promoting the use of each individual’s
unique passion, energy and animation, she encourages attendees to her workshops to be comfortable
with themselves, creating more effective opportunities to lead, inspire, express, convince and sell!
In 1985 Laurie became a senior lecturer at the University of California, School of Cinematic Arts, where
she taught acting and directing for film in both graduate and undergraduate programs. During this time,
Laurie developed training sessions with a focus on what she believes is one of the most dynamic, yet
overlooked tools available for expressing ourselves - the human body. Laurie Burton Training refers to it
as the Human Instrument, the engine that drives the way we speak, present and communicate; a major
contributor to the success or failure of reaching any audience, regardless its size.
A 30-year veteran performer of film, television and theater, Laurie has conducted hundreds of
workshops in the corporate world, using the breadth of her experience in acting to help people connect
more deeply with others by learning and consistently employing The Art of Communication.
Laurie Burton Training:
•
•
•

Separates speakers from the words being said
Pushes presenters past their product
Causes communicators, at any level, to convey more confidence

Laurie Burton Training clients include Fortune 500 companies such as IBM, Mattel Toys, Digital
Equipment, Merrill Lynch, ITT and Twentieth Century Fox.
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LAURIE BURTON TRAINING BENEFITS

Laurie Burton Training teaches that a successful performance is dependent upon the most important
skill one can possess in corporate and business life – the ability to truly connect with an audience, no
matter the size!
Life-changing instruction is offered clients in Public Speaking, Media Training, Sales Presentation,
Leadership Skills, Personal Development, Business Communication… and more.
In each intensive training seminar Laurie’s sometimes outrageous, always passionate and perceptive,
approach to her work creates breakthrough experiences for participants. Her techniques are proven
applicable in every area of life. It is what sets Laurie Burton Training apart from other public speaking,
presenting, leadership training and personal development programs.

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT LAURIE BURTON TRAINING
“Laurie Burton should be cloned! She is the most intuitive, perceptive and expressive teacher ever.
When combined with her incredible energy and her sheer love of the ‘art of communication,’ she is
redefining corporate culture. -Keith Hipley, Director, Boys Toys, Mattel Toys, Inc.
“20th Century Fox views Laurie Burton Training as a strategic partner, crucial to our success. We have
enjoyed better communications, improved clarity and increased results across the board.” -Pat Wyatt,
President, 20th Century Fox, Licensing & Management

“Believing what you say and being believable are critical elements of effective selling. Your approach hits
this important target dead center. Special thanks for your effectiveness in conducting the IBM seminar.
We have had all kinds of requests for follow-on sessions. What has impressed me the most is your ability
to help marketing people see their personal communication strengths and see ways to build on those
strengths. Somehow, you seem able to help people get out of their shells. Yet, you have a touch which
avoids rebellion or resentment of your very direct approach.” -Skip Hoyt, IBM
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LAURIE’S BOOK
Presenting You: Use Skills from the Actor's Playbook to Master the Art of Communication
If you have you ever sat in an audience, watching someone who seemed to be “on fire” and wondered
how they did it, Laurie Burton’s newest book is for you.
Because we are all intensely alive on the inside, for most of us, the challenge is learning how to tap into
our vitality and ignite the fire we each possess - on demand. Laurie describes this ability to “turn it on”
for any audience, at any time, as instrumental to one’s success in business and in life.
When in front of a group, or one-on-one with a person with whom you want to connect, do you break
into a cold sweat, possibly forgetting what you want to say?
When you give a presentation at work, is your audience bored to tears or, worse yet, missing your point
entirely?
Actors have learned how to communicate with genuine emotion every time they are on stage or in front
of the camera and with over 30 years of experience as an actor, adjunct professor at USC and corporate
trainer, Laurie Burton brings all she has learned and offers it to readers between the pages of this book.
“Presenting You,” explains in simple, easy to follow language how to:
•
•
•
•

Be more aware of self
Prepare for your moment in the spotlight
Own the message
Take the stage with confidence

“No Acting, Please! Leave out the words acting techniques. We don’t
act here.”
That is what the VP of the first corporation to hire Laurie Burton
Training said to her more than 25 years ago.
“Oh, I beg to differ,” Laurie replied. “You act every day. All business
people have a role to play and the key to success lies in their
performance.”

Click on the book cover above to access a copy of “Presenting You: Use Skills from the Actor's Playbook to Master
the Art of Communication”.

“Laurie Burton gave me the tools to conquer my nerves and succeed at the highest levels of
international competition -The Olympic Games! No matter what you’re presenting or where, Laurie
will take you there. She is an extraordinary teacher.” -Stephani Victor, Two-Time Gold Medalist in
Paralympics and Four-time World Champion; Actor and Motivational Speaker
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INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP TRAINING PROGRAMS
•

Public Speaking

•

Media Training

•

Sales Presentation

•

Leadership Skills

•

Personal Development

•

Coaching

•

Business Communication

•

Council for Business

•

Video Training

For over 30 years, corporate leaders, actors, sales teams, and professionals in all areas of the
marketplace have relied on Laurie Burton Training (LBT) to assist them with reaching their goals of
speaking more powerfully, selling with finesse, and leading with inspiration.
The programs offered through LBT emphasize learning to play the “human instrument” using individual
passion, emotions, senses, word and actions. The entire body is seen as an indispensable tool for
effective and successful communicating that produces desired results.
What sets Laurie Burton Training apart from other speaker training is this: Our intensive training goes
beyond teaching competitive communications skills. LBT shows people how to stretch their limits,
acknowledge their fears, and move beyond their current comfort zone to discover and effectively use
the untapped ‘fire’ within, making it work for you every time you speak, present, and communicate!

THE MANAGEMENT TEAM
Laurie Burton has been connecting on stage, television and in film for over 30 years, and as a Senior
Lecturer at USC School of Cinematic Arts, where she taught directing and Acting for Film for over 20
years. She is the author of Presenting You: Use Skills from the Actor's Playbook to Master the Art of
Communication available through LaurieBurtonTraining.com.

Daniel Brumer joined Laurie Burton Training as a partner in 1984, with a background in intensive
workshops, creative councils and community-building events. He has been designing and facilitating
successful workshops, seminars and conferences for over 20 years. Dan recently completed a year of
working with the Los Angeles Unified School District, helping to facilitate classroom councils.
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WORKSHOP AND EVENT TOPICS
Raise Your Keynote Speech to the Top of the Class
A keynote is an exceptional speech requiring the speaker to set the tone for the entire event and inspire
the audience. Whether you are preparing to deliver your first keynote or wanting to refine and perfect
your practiced speaking style, Laurie Burton Training’s Keynote Clinic provides you far greater comfort
and confidence. Learn how to communicate your message clearly while creating genuine excitement
and drama.
Part of your task as a Keynoter for any event is to inspire, motivate, and encourage attendees to glean
all they can from the experience. You will learn how to:
•
•
•

Tap into your own innate energy
Raise your game to the next level
Give the speech they will talk about for the rest of the event…and beyond!

Rock That Interview
One thing you do not want to be in an interview… is dismissed. Many have heard something very similar
to the “don’t call us, we’ll call you” dismissal, far too many times. To not be dismissed requires the
ability to gather every bit of nerve right from the start. It takes a confident entrance, the resolve to
remain focused but relaxed, and an ability to ask an important follow up question before making your
memorable exit.
An interview is always a two-way street and how to get the job your due will always depend on what
happens in between your entrance and your exit.
•
•
•

Be confident in the knowledge that because you have so much to offer, they are lucky you came
for the interview.
Be ready with a question or comment about the company—and try to be the last one to speak.
Be anything but ordinary – be extraordinary in how you present yourself.

Other Topics Addressed by Laurie
•
•
•
•

Why Words Alone Are Not Enough
It’s Show Time: Speak, Present and Communicate Like a Rock Star
Taking the Stage and Owning the Message
The Personality Workout: Fit for Laughs!

For more info and to book Laurie to speak, please email: laurie@laurieburtontraining.com
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INTERVIEW Q & A

Laurie’s interviews are informative, humorous and eye opening. Below are some recent questions with
Laurie’s candid responses.

Q. What is the biggest challenge for most people to overcome on their way to becoming a successful
speaker?

A. Usually, a combination of fear, tension, not owning who you are and therefore unable to make the
most of it will result in an unwillingness to risk. To succeed at anything, you’ve got to be willing to risk!

Q. How essential is the role of self-esteem for achievement in one’s personal and business life?
A. You must know who you are and what you have to offer. An audience can smell low self-esteem …
and for a speaker that is disastrous.
Q. How did you get started in this business?
A.

Believe it or not, a light bulb went off while I was watching a psychologist on TV during a program
that featured the story of a whale and the efforts to rescue it.

Q. How do you go about getting people to change their behaviors – especially when they are standing
in front of an audience, filled with tension?

A. As an actor, I knew all about tension, first hand. The exception was that my audience (most of the
time) was the eye of the camera. There is no better teaching tool than a video camera. It’s tough at first
for the client, but we usually get past that quickly and move on to the tension demon. We cover just
about every part of the human body, and the role each one plays in successful presentations, in our
work. This is what makes Laurie Burton Training so unique – and fun!

For more info and to book Laurie to speak, please email: laurie@laurieburtontraining.com
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CONTACT

Thank you for your interest in Laurie Burton and Laurie Burton Training. Please use the links below to
connect with Laurie and learn more.
Email

laurie@laurieburtontraining.com

Website

www.lauriburtontraining.com

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/LaurieBurtonTraining

Twitter

https://twitter.com/LBurtonTraining

YouTube

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKszrsFrJvbqGQKJ_r8HGNQ

Google+

https://plus.google.com/u/0/115946634532142173873/posts

LinkedIn

www.linkedin.com/pub/laurie-burton/80/3a0/975/

Pinterest

http://www.pinterest.com/lburtontraining/

MEDIA

Click to WatchVideo

Click to Watch Video
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Click to Watch Video
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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
CONTACT:
Contact Person
Company Name
Voice Phone Number
FAX Number
Email Address
Website URL
<HEADLINE>
<City>, <State>, <Date> - The first paragraph. Begin your press release with a two sentence paragraph that provides a quick
overview of the news why it is important. It should read easily and make your news sound exciting to a general audience.
Next, provide some background information on the product or service. Make sure to write your release in terms that readers
consumers, your target audience, and the general public will understand. Do not use industry terminology, and provide
definitions that readers might not know about or understand.
Your text should explain the purpose, target market, and benefits of your product or service, and intrigue the reader to find out
more, visit your website, contact you for more information, recommend your product to a friend, or sell your product to
management.
ABOUT <COMPANY>
The final paragraph should be a brief description of your company and the products and services it provides. Include a
summary of other products and services your provide, and a brief history of the company. Also include "For more information,
contact: " as the last sentence.
- END -
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